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Abstract—Transport and logistics are the lifeblood of societies. There is a strong correlation between overall growth in economic activity and growth of transport. The movement of people and goods has the potential for creating wealth and prosperity, therefore the state of transportation infrastructure and especially the condition of road networks is often a governmental priority. The design, building and maintenance of national roads constitute a substantial share of government budgets. Taking into account the magnitude and importance of these investments, the expedience, efficiency and sustainability of these projects are of great public interest. This paper provides an overview of supply chain management principles applied to road construction. In addition, road construction performance measurement systems and ICT solutions are discussed. Road construction in Estonia is analyzed. The authors propose the development of a national performance measurement system for road construction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous development and maintenance of essential public infrastructure is an important ingredient for sustained economic growth. At a national level, transportation investment boosts productivity and economic potential. It contributes by making freight flows more efficient and reliable whilst doing the same for personal and business travel increasing also mobility and quality of life. Modern infrastructure networks create more productivity amongst businesses and individuals across the geographic landscape. “Any congestion, or lack of capacity, must be viewed as a bottle-neck not just to traffic, but to productivity and economic growth itself.” [1].

Estonia is situated on the eastern boarder of the European Union having only 633 km of land border (Russia, Latvia) and a 3,794 km long coastline. Estonia’s geographic position has long been used to the advantage, during the 11th century Estonia’s capital Tallinn was part of the vibrant economic alliance of trading cities known as the Hanseatic League. As a major thoroughfare, Estonia’s location has fostered the creation of efficient transportation links and distribution chains for goods and services to serve Estonian, European and international companies.

The Estonian transportation and logistics sector is comprised of a combination of transportation services, transit trade, distribution centers and value-added logistics.

Transport contributes considerably to Estonian export revenues and its balance of trade. Prior to the recent economic crisis, the Estonian transport and transit sector accounted for approximately 14.4% of the Estonian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [2]. In 2008-2009, the Estonian export and transport sector was the first to recover strongly and was the locomotive driving GDP growth, with export volumes doubling in the IV quarter of 2010. In 2010, the transport sector accounted for more than 12% of Estonian GDP, and in 2011, the transport sector employed circa 50,000 people (over 8% of the workforce) [3].

The rapid economic growth in the beginning of this century led to transportation shortages and congestion problems and increased the demand for road quality improvement. With the help of European Union (EU) funds the Estonian government has given high priority to road development, investing particularly in the construction of high-quality roads. The amount assigned for road infrastructure development for the period 2008-2013 was 737 mil. EUR. The annual budget of the Estonian Road Administration (ERA) is approximately 300 mil. EUR which constitutes approximately 30% of state investments into the real sector.

Taking into account the magnitude and importance of these investments, the expedience, efficiency and sustainability of these projects are of great public interest. In this paper the authors give an overview of road construction supply chains, performance measurement systems, the development of related Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and current practices in Estonian road construction management. The aim of the paper is to determine if there is a need to develop and implement a national level performance measurement system that gives feedback of road construction investments throughout the lifecycle of the road.

II. ROAD CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN

The supply chain has been defined as “the network of organizations that are involved, through upstream and downstream linkages, in various processes and activities that produce value in the form of products and services” [4]. Road Construction Supply Chain (RCSC) is deemed an integrated approach for road construction projects to resolve common problems and to address common deficiencies in construction management. Road construction management embodies many challenges and restrictions due to the temporary and complex nature of road construction projects. The construction of one
road generally involves the management of numerous separate projects with responsibilities divided among several independent contractors whose involvement often includes separate phases of the lifecycle of the entire project. Efficient collaboration among all contractors throughout the road construction lifecycle is crucial to enhancing construction resources. This would include the optimal management of authority or state) demands through the most efficient use of meet customer (in this case the national transportation management performance [4].

The primary objective of supply chain management is to meet customer (in this case the national transportation authority or state) demands through the most efficient use of resources. This would include the optimal management of distribution capacity, inventory and labor. In theory, a supply chain seeks to match demand with supply and do so with the minimal inventory [5].

In road construction first the decision making process to invest in a highway is complex and time consuming. The same applies to the duration of the planning and constructing and especially the operation and useful time. Project development generally comprises several phases requiring a diverse array of specialized services and the involvement of numerous participants (see Fig. 1). There are so many independent parties including state or local authorities, developers, engineers, general contractors, subcontractors, consultants, supervisors, suppliers, and maintenance agencies in a road construction project that the construction project should be systematically broken down and all parties should cooperate with each other to implement the project [4].

Most of the projects are road maintenance and rehabilitation works that should be performed to maintain the service levels of the national and local roads. These types of road construction works will be conducted by central and local governments periodically and, therefore, will potentially require similar specifications and skills from similar suppliers and sub-contractors. Also if new road construction is undertaken, the type of works is considered linear that would require similar tasks performed by similar resources for each defined section. For this kind of characteristic of project, i.e., consisting repetitive operations, the implementation of supply chain management is reasonable and beneficial.

It has been identified that there are three models of RCSC based on the owner’s involvement, i.e. RCSC nominated by owner; RCSC created by owner, and RCSC managed by owner. The three models have different levels of owner involvement in the construction project supply chains, whereas concurrently managing their value chains [5].

Therefore to run a successful project in RCSC the following aspects must be taken into account [6]:

1) Integrated and incentivised supply chain - integrating the supply chain with its specialist knowledge, incentives for innovative ideas to give best value solutions.
2) Maintaining a competitive and sustainable supply chain - maintaining a good quality supplier base motivated and incentivised to work with the road administration.
3) Early creation of delivery team - early contractor involvement for more scope in innovation, better risk management, and forward planning of work programs and resources.
4) Clear points of responsibility, no unnecessary layers of supervision - clarifying roles and responsibilities to reduce contractual interface problems, eliminating resource wastage from unnecessary layers of supervision.
5) E-procurement - to make tender processes, communications and performance measurement more efficient.
6) Selection of suppliers on the basis of best value - identifying the aspects of quality which add real, affordable value, using reality checks to confirm quality submissions and promises.
7) Partnership approach based on long-term relationships - moving from short-term project partnering arrangements to long-term relationships for retention of skills and better resource and work programming.
8) Fair allocation of risks - risks will be allocated to the party best able to manage them and the road administration will accept risks where suppliers are prepared to work in partnership to manage them and control the consequences.
9) High quality design - design solutions will be based on whole life value.
10) Performance measurement with continual improvement targets - establishing benefits in the form of cost and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT LIFECYCLE (time, costs, quality, users satisfaction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society as whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATION and financial flow's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Supply chain and project stages in road construction industry (based on [7]-[10])
time-savings, reduced defects and accidents, and improved whole life value and satisfaction with the project.

The principles of supply chain management and performance management require that all significant activity throughout the supply chain be measured.

III. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Performance measurement is the selection and use of quantitative measures of capacities, processes, and outcomes to develop information about critical aspects of activities, including their effect on the society. Performance measurement estimates the parameters under which programs, investments, and acquisitions are reaching the targeted results.

The main reason to adopt Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as performance metrics is to put strategy into operation. It has the ability to turn a sector’s strategic plan into numbers that can be used to guide performance throughout the supply chain. Like in many management measures and approaches effectiveness will be dependent on the emphases placed on the approach by the government (see Fig. 2).

Both road construction business and national road authorities need a performance measurement system with KPIs to avoid being accused to focus on “the bottom line” and “on the short term”. The use of KPIs gives a more balanced view of a sectors performance and a more holistic view of progress [11]. In the road construction sector KPIs can be applied to road programs evaluation, planning and organization management in the following ways [12]:

1) In process management, to measure the success of individual processes or groups of processes.
2) In benchmarking, to establish “best practice” or “superior performance” processes in order to improve performance of the road administration.
3) To aid the development or improvement of the functions or specific engineering tasks of the road administration.
4) In management-by-results, to set targets and evaluate the achievement of goals and objectives.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) carried out an extensive study in 2001 [12], which aimed to assess the applicability of the KPIs in improving the management of road administration. The 15 indicators that were field-tested included: average road user costs; level of satisfaction regarding travel time and its reliability and quality of road user information; protected road-user risk; unprotected road-user risk; environmental policies/programs; processes in place for market research and customer feedback; long-term programs; allocation of resources to road infrastructure; quality management/audit programs; forecast values of road costs vs. actual costs; overhead percentage; value of assets; roughness; state of road bridges; satisfaction with road condition.

It is suggested in the OECD report that ideally agencies need to link their higher level goals with performance measures and individual KPIs. For example, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) strongly promote reform for the entire U.S. highway system centered on supporting the achievement of six key national interests. AASHTO is in the process of developing and establishing these broad agency goals on construction safety, mobility, and stewardship of the entire U.S. highway system. These six key national interests appear to reflect the interests of American society and address the public’s major concerns about and views of the transportation system. If the reform is accepted and implemented, AASHTO believes that every highway agency in the United States will be capable of and held accountable of producing results that reflect and work toward realizing these goals. For the system to be effective, has been established as the driving force behind performance management [13].

Also in Great Britain, to deliver on its aims and objectives, the Highways Agency has established seven key program-level performance measures:

1) Reliability – Implement a program of delivery actions that tackle unreliable journeys on the strategic road network.
2) Major projects – Deliver on time and budget the program of major schemes on the strategic road network.
3) Safety – Deliver the Highways Agency’s agreed proportion of the national road casualty reduction target.
4) Maintenance – Maintain the strategic road network in a safe and reliable condition, and deliver value for money.
5) Carbon emissions – Contribute to national and international goals for reducing carbon dioxide emissions by lowering the Highways Agency’s emissions.
6) Customer satisfaction – Deliver a high level of road user satisfaction.
7) Efficiency – Deliver the Highways Agency’s contribution to the Department for Transport’s efficiency target [6].

A major concern of transportation agencies throughout the world is to develop a method to effectively and efficiently maintain roadway infrastructure. Over the last two decades, an outcome-based initiative known as Performance-Based Road Maintenance (PBRM) has produced results that are signifi-
cant. In contrast to traditional techniques that specify materials or methods to perform maintenance work, the PBRM system specifies the desired outcomes.

In order to successfully run, monitor and evaluate supply chain and performance of a project it is important to have accurate, comparable and reliable information. The Highway Development and Management Tool (HDM-IV) has been used to combine technical and economic appraisals of road projects, to prepare road investments programs and to analyze road network strategies [14]. The performance management system should ideally compare the results presented by HDM-IV with the performance of the road during its lifecycle.

Recent development in technologies enables the organization to avoid information easily and also the rapid developments have decreased the cost of information. These technologies are essential to gather information to manage and evaluate the supply chain [15].

IV. ICT SOLUTIONS

Today due to very rapid developments in new technologies such as RF location-based solutions (LBS) using Global Positioning Systems (GPS), cellular triangulation, accelerometers and radio frequency identification (RFID) technologies over public and private data networks and with the use of ICT solutions it is now possible to measure the performance of road networks simply, quickly and cost effectively.

The impact of ICT on many different aspects of economy and RCSC management has been discussed also with the help of the conceptual models [16]-[19]. However, only recently empirically grounded models have been presented that have found a positive and significant impact of ICT on labor productivity and economic growth. One of the major transformations in the rapidly evolving digital economy occurs in the supply chains. ICT in general, and ICT in Supply Chain Management, is argued to enable great opportunities, ranging from direct operational benefits to the creation of strategic advantage.

Although the road construction industry has been slow to implement automation, new technologies and ICT, especially when compared to other industries such as manufacturing and service, the nature of the construction industry is changing and adoption of new technologies is required to survive and prosper in an increasing global economic system with fewer resources, complex projects and fierce competition. As such, many construction companies have already begun implementing ICT and reported significant benefits in its use [18].

The integration of ICT technologies with the GPS technology, through the collection of real-time data to improve management and decision-making functions, contractor companies can revolutionize the way contractors do business. In the Total Jobsite Management Tool (TJMT) cycle, the real-time data produced in the field is collected and transferred to the office. In the office, ICT tools are utilized to convert the raw data into useful information to be used by management for project performance applications such as detecting cost/schedule deviations. The result of this analysis is then used to update the project database, allowing the project manager to take corrective action in the field if necessary.

This real-time GPS data can prove valuable for project management applications by reducing the time required for performance analysis, improving the accuracy and quality of the data, reducing labor costs, reducing duplication, and improving productivity. It is considered a problem that it does not take into account the whole lifecycle of the project and the data that can be gathered could also be valuable in the maintenance process and in controlling the sustainability and durability [18].

Experiments have been performed testing the use of capable smartphones for various purposes for instance traffic management, route planning, safety and conditions of vehicles and roadways, emergency services. The use of other solutions besides localization have been studied, forms of sensing have also been employed in Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Accelerometers are used for automotive safety applications such as detecting crashes to deploy airbags and also notify emergency services automatically. Accelerometers and strain gauges coupled with cameras have been used for structural monitoring of the transportation infrastructure [17].

Due to recent rapid developments in RFID use and expansion of mobile device applications the area of road construction and maintenance has tested and started implementing new technologies. All these new ICT solutions can give necessary information to effectively run the construction process, the maintenance and also give necessary data to draw important conclusions regarding whether the goals set in the tender were achieved and sustained throughout the lifecycle. Recent new approaches to use sensor equipped RFIDs in road construction monitoring and measuring concrete and asphalt conditions are very likely to be adopted in the near future also providing information and enabling to get accurate feedback. As a process tracking technology passive RFID technology has significant potential to enhance supply chain control and management in road construction projects.

Brynjolfsson and Hitt [19] state that productivity improvements cannot simply be achieved by working harder but must be achieved by working smarter. The greatest gains in productivity are realized when the new ICT is coupled with other complementary approaches such as new business strategies, new business processes, and new organizational structures – in case of RCSC performance measurement system.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR ROAD MANAGEMENT IN ESTONIA

A. Estonian Road Network and ERA

In terms of infrastructure trade relies on both good rail connections and the road network. The Estonian national transit infrastructure is generally well established. The biggest economical challenge is a good road network, which in Estonia is the area that constantly needs development and improvement. The total length of national roads in Estonia as of January 1, 2011 was 16,000 km, i.e. 28.2% of the total length of the Estonian road network, which was 58,412 km. The length of E-roads (European roads accepted and systematized into international road network by UNECE) in Estonia is only 995 km [20].
The Estonian Road Administration (ERA) is a government agency operating under the auspices of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications (MoEC). It has a management function, it carries out state supervision, applies the enforcement powers of the state and provides public services on the basis and to the extent prescribed by law. In performing its duties the ERA represents the state.

In Estonia road construction and maintenance are influenced and constricted by legal frameworks, political decisions and extreme climate conditions. Political and legal constraints come from being a member of the European Union and having limitations to national level decisions. Procurement regulations are strict and emphasize price as the main criteria. In addition, opportunities regarding collaboration and cooperation between organizations are limited by Competition Regulations.

The ERA has to follow legal acts of the Republic of Estonia and the EU, international treaties which bind the Republic of Estonia, the regulations and orders of the government of the Republic, the regulations and directives of the MoEC and the statutes of the ERA, as well as the relevant regulations of other ministers. The main functions of the ERA are:

1) road management and creation of conditions for safe traffic on national roads;
2) improvement of traffic safety and reduction of harmful environmental impact of vehicles;
3) organization of traffic and public transport;
4) state supervision over compliance with the provisions of legal acts within its area of activity and implementation of the enforcement powers of the state;
5) management of the National Road Databank, the Vehicle Register and the Public Transport Information System;
6) participation in the development of the legislation regulating its area of activity and making recommendations for amendments in the legislation;
7) participation in the elaboration of policies, strategies, and plans in its area of activity and participation in the preparation and implementation of international projects;
8) implementation of state policy and the development of plans in the field of traffic safety and environmental safety of vehicles, and required management of the register of vehicles and other documents prescribed by law [20].

One of the main tasks of the ERA is road management and creation of safe traffic conditions on roads. To achieve that aim, it is essential to get feedback from road users. Since 2002, the ERA has conducted surveys of the drivers’ satisfaction with the driving conditions on national roads.

Measurements of road surface roughness (according to the International Roughness Index, IRI) have been carried out and inventories of defects on paved roads have been made since 1995. The load bearing capacity (Falling Weight Deflectometer, FWD) of the roads has been measured since 1996 and rut depth since 2001. These four indicators of road surface condition together with the traffic volume are the main indicators of the Pavement Management System (PMS). Data about the condition of road surface is a part of the data in the National Road Databank and is publicly available. Two kinds of software – Estonian Pavement Management System (EPMS) and HDM-4 are used for analyzing the condition of road surface (priority, need for repairs, cost-benefit analysis etc.). EPMS is specially developed software in Estonia for analyzing the condition of road surfaces and HDM-IV is an internationally known software for cost-benefit analysis.

The diagrams of changes in the amount of defects during the years 2006–2010 show a constant decrease until 2010. On main roads, which have been best financed, the defects have decreased as a result of the construction of new pavements.

Fig. 3 Current practice of road construction projects evaluation in Estonia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning &amp; design</th>
<th>Road construction project goals and expected efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Defects liability period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifetime of road project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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B. Improving Road Construction Performance Monitoring in Estonia

The developed road construction projects are monitored and supervised very tightly during the construction process and also during the liability period. After the end of liability period regular surveillance of the road conditions as described before is carried out in a well regulated way, but without any feedback and comparison to the initial analyses, including meeting the profitability calculations and durability of materials and comparing estimated repair span to the actual need during the lifecycle (see Fig. 3).
The literature recognizes that in the road construction project performance measurement is more complex than merely measuring cost, time and quality [24]. Internationally, road authorities are becoming more of asset managers. As a result, road project delivery is enabling more integrated services, requiring broader know-how from service providers [25].

An emerging challenge for road administrations is to define goals and objectives pertinent to current community views, and to devise creative ways to respond to contemporary problems. Key issues facing road transport system and road administrations today include [12]:
1) Decreasing road budgets.
2) Demand for greater transparency in road administration performance.
3) Separation of the production and administration roles of road administrations.
4) Adoption of customer focus rather than an “expert knows best” attitude.
5) Demand for greater efficiency in all operations, leading to better results and quality.
6) Demand for more co-ordination and co-operation across the transport sector.
7) Demand for performance improvements to be implemented more rapidly than in the past.
8) New management aspects and the demand for an open and broad understanding of the mobility problems facing society.
9) Demand for more data and more efficient data management.

Currently in Estonia (as well in many other countries) the ERA is operating in two different areas regards road networks: a) road development and construction; b) daily road maintenance. Through a performance measurement system it would be possible to link these two areas more closely together and form an effective supply chain.

Fig. 4 Effective information flow cycle in Estonian road construction supply chain

Estonia with its innovative ICT solutions, small area and population, has implemented many successful e-developments. Therefore Estonia is an ideal place to implement a new ICT based lifecycle performance measurement system in road construction projects. Every project can get the necessary attention to draw conclusions because the size of the road construction projects is small enough to be manageable (see Fig. 4).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Road network development projects in Estonia are tendered on a case-to-case bases and the legal framework supports to use price as the most important criteria in decision making. ERA focuses on the project outcome and compares roads in compliance with the requirements stipulated in construction projects during the liability period. It also gathers sufficient data on the current conditions of roads from maintenance and repairmen point of view but does not evaluate and give systematic feedback on the road development project lifecycle from the supply chain point of view.

Currently there is no national level system for assessing the performance and sustainability of road investments throughout their lifecycle and through the supply chain. It should be considered in the new Estonian Transport Development Plan to add a set of KPI-s and a system of measuring them due to the lack of performance measurement methods and predefined KPI-s in public procurement for roads.

KPIs suggested by the OECD should be analyzed and that a set be developed and implemented on a national level. This has the potential of supporting the development of a performance measurement system that through feedback loops can contribute to the improvement of the RSRC. It can also generate information that can be used to avoid inaccuracies and lack of performance in new projects.

Taking into account new developments in ICT, the amount of data currently available and gathered in databases and the cost of managing and acquiring that data, the authors of this article conclude that establishing a performance measurement system will not produce extra cost. Also new developments in RFID, GPS, mobile technologies and ICT should be studied and in case proven to be reasonable implemented to increase efficiency and reliable feedback on the performance of both RCSC and sustainability and quality of materials.
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